


race is not a preexistent thing; it is made in order to produce differential
hierarchies within and between communities. And second, these hierar-
chies are naturalized through the production of a correspondence between
how people look and what they are. Geraldine Heng’s The Invention of Race
in the European Middle Ages extends Loomba’s reasoning across a longer
historical period, arguing in a much-cited passage that “race-making . . .
operates at specific historical occasions in which strategic essentialisms





the more openly violent the moments in which the materials of narrative
are shown being actively subdued.”11 The policing function of allegory is
sometimes only implicit in Teskey’s argument, but it can be stated explic-
itly: the imposition of such “structures of meaning” produces and main-









a “mirrour” could simply be a guidebook or collection of exempla and sto-
ries that would provide lessons (as in the 1555Mirror forMagistrates),21 and
the end of the stanza suggests that Pollente’s head is indeed a warning to
those who are not like him—at least not yet. Those “in whose right hands
great power is contayned” (my emphasis) are reminded to “pen” their power
in “iust compasse.” But the highlighting of vision in this stanza



significant problem for the larger project of colonial domination and “re-
form” that emerges most explicitly at the end of that book. This includes
the showdown with the ambiguously Muslim and Catholic Souldan in
canto viii, where Artegall “turns Turk” and Arthur defeats the tyrant with
a mirrored shield, destroying him through another act of reflection, one
modeled on Ariosto’s “Saracen”-raised Ruggiero, who kills the Orc with a
shield whose magic is associated with its original owner, the North African
wizard Atlante.26

The specular dynamics of allegorical racialization also resonate with the
more obviously psychomachic mirroring encounters with Muslims earlier
in the poem, especially the first “Sarazin[s]” (I.ii.12) we meet, the Sans
brothers Redcrosse, the knight of Christian holiness, encounters in Book I:
Sansfoy, Sansjoy, and Sansloy, personifications of a purportedly Muslim
lack of faith, joy, and law. The 1590 Faerie Queene tends to offer very dif-
ferent kinds of allegorical encounters than in the later Book V (first included
in the 1596 edition), where Artegall seemingly starts out fully formed and
continually tries to transform the world into stable signs of a colonial order
and meaning he bears with him. In Book I, Redcrosse is not yet formed,
and he encounters allegorical figures who are projections of himself. But in-
sofar as Redcrosse encounters allegorical characters who are manifestation
of his internal states, his meeting with a mirrored version of himself as a
“faithless”
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representation of the Irish as racial others. In this section I take the entan-
glement of Islamophobic and anti-Irish racism as a starting point for re-
flecting on the problems that the depiction of Irish criminality produces
for Spenser’s allegorical project, particularly in the instance of Malengin,
one of the poem’s most infamous examples of the brutal production and
policing of racialized difference. The killing of Pollente, as we have seen,
brings Islam and Ireland together; the Muslim’s body, shorn of its head,
is sent down the river Lee. As Fuchs has demonstrated, this crossing of Is-
lamic and Irish referents at this moment in Book V and elsewhere evokes
the Black Legend, through which Irish, Spanish, and Moorish origins are
inextricably if inexactly entangled. Expanding her analysis to A View of the
Present State of Ireland, Fuchs argues that Spenser’s prose dialogue about
Irish colonialism “relies heavily on a historical view of both Irish and Span-
ish origins: for Spaniards, read Moors; for Spanish origins of Ireland, read
Moorish or African origin.”31 This interweaving of the Irish, Catholic, and
Islamic in the English imaginary provides a contextual link between the kill-
ing of Pollente and the murder of Malengin, and both episodes display and
worry about racialized violence. Artegall and Arthur’s encounter with Malengin
literalizes the problem of allegory as racialized capture and exposes the desire
for the achievement of such capture as fruitless at best, and dangerously path-
ological at worst.

Malengin, a personification of “Guyle” according to the headnote to canto ix
and “deceipt” according to the summary of his killing (V.ix.19), is posi-
tioned as a threat to legal order, or as an obstacle that needs to be overcome
before Artegall, Talus, and Arthur can, later in the canto, arrive at Mercilla’s
court. As with many cantos that have a divided structure, the wilderness
and the court provide contrasting perspectives on a related problem: the
methodical, “indifferent” (V.ix.36) proceedings of the court (the marshal
is named Order; a guard named Awe keeps out “guile” [V.ix.22]) are set
off against the ad hoc, extrajudicial “justice” that the knights execute in
the labyrinthine wilderness, where Malengin lives “vnassaylable” (V.ix.5)
by the rule of law.32 Malengin is set apart racially as well as geographically
and juridically, and there is some suggestion that his allegorization has been
begun by some community within the poem, rather than by the poet him-
self—we only know him by the name given him by nameless characters:
“Malengin they him call” (V.ix.5)—and that this allegorization, as a process
of racialization, will be completed by the knights and Talus. Critical ac-
counts tend to associate Malengin with Irish rebels or Catholic missionary
priests, both of whom were racialized in late sixteenth-century England,33

and his cavern with a tunneled souterrain, where anticolonial Irish might



hide out and store supplies, or a “priest-hole,” where Catholic clerics could
conceal themselves when homes were searched.34 For my purposes the Irish
associations are the most relevant, and in addition to the evocation of the
souterrain, Malengin’s initial description fl



ALLEGORIZATIsirafore,
As with the Pollente episode, the twin projects of allegorical capture and
racialization come up against the resistance of narrative, and here the key
characteristics of romance are more emphatically present. The cave’s “dread-
full depth,” inaccessible and unknowable, echoes the topography of romance
wandering—and romance’s tendency to muddy interpretive transparency—
since “it full of wyndings is, / And hidden wayes.”36 This could be another
opportunity for Artegall to get lost or seriously delayed; only a canto ago
he was still a captive of the Amazons, and we will learn soon, in the conver-
sation with Sir Sergis, how dire Artegall’s delays have been for Irena, the fig-
ure he is supposed to rescue (V.xi.39). (It is a running joke, more obsessively
called attention to in Book V than elsewhere in the poem, that Artegall
keeps getting off track and having to return to his “first aduenture” or “first
intent” once again.)37 The fact that hearing about this cave’s unknowability
produces desire further suggests that Malengin’s lair could be an additional
threat to the larger quest: “their harts gan earne,” “and greatly it desir’d of
her to learne.” Samient, their recently rescued female companion, intro-
duces the story of Malengin to them in romance terms: as “a straunge
aduenture, which not farre thence lay” (V.ix.4). Her description stokes their
desire in the first place, but also seems to suggest now is not the time for
such an adventure: it will “let” their “pace” from their allegorical destina-
tion, slow them down, and take them off track (V.ix.7). But Arthur and
Artegall are committed, and let a pun on Samient’s “let your pace” (slow
you down) bury the worry and the question of her consent to their plot:
“Then let not that (said they) stay your intent; / For neither will one foot,
till we that carle haue hent” (V.ix.7). The strategy that they develop, though,
leads in a different direction. They displace or double their desire to
“vnderstand that villeins dwelling place” in a significantly riskier stratagem:
So both agreed, to send that mayd afore,
Where she might sit nigh to the den alone,
Wayling, and raysing pittifull vprore,

As if she did some great calamitie deplore.
(V.ix.8)
Here is the game Arthur and Artegall, “both agreed,” play: Samient, whom
they had just used in a similar tactic to defeat the Souldan in the previous
canto, will sit “alone” by the entrance to Malengin’s den and raise “pittifull
vprore”; Malengin should leave his cave to find her, and Artegall will
“ensnarle” him when he is on the surface, “ere to his den he backward could



recoyle” (V.ix.9), with Artegall blocking the entrance to the cave. The
knights are making a concerted effort to fabricate a romance plot here by
exploiting Samient’s fabricated vulnerability. They are also redirecting the
desire to “vnderstand” Malengin’s cave to a desire to ensnare him—both
physically and, in the way we have already seen with Artegall and Pollente,
in a racialized hierarchy.

Arthur and Artegall play this game of entrapment because it allows them
pleasurably to instantiate their desire: to know about Malengin (if not his
cave, which falls out of the picture) and to cast themselves as heroes res-
cuing a woman in danger—though a danger they have themselves manu-
factured. As the game unfolds, their desires turn out to be even more com-
plicated. Malengin repeatedly escapes their attempts to capture him by
metamorphosing into different animals and objects. And here an intriguing
tension between two modes of racialization emerges. On the one hand,
Malengin’s initial description racializes him as Irish, in accordance with the
tendency of racialization to fix—to arrest—identity through allegory. As with
Pollente, the poem connects Malengin’s outer appearance with his inner es-
sence. On the other hand, Malengin’s role as personification of guile makes



There they him left a carrion outcast;
For beasts and foules to feede vpon for their repast.

(V.ix.19)
This is one of the most brutal of Artegall and Talus’s murders; the brutality,
especially the disembowelment, echoes the punishment of supposed trai-
tors, including Irish rebels and Catholic priests.40 But unlike with the kill-
ing of Pollente, it is unclear whether this punishment is meant to yield a
lesson. Possibly the process of “disentrayl[ing]” Malengin’s bowels makes
externally visible and thus allegorically captures the subterranean windings
of Malengin’s cave, and the link between romance winding and his meta-
morphic abilities. But despite the syntax of “so did deceipt the selfe deceiuer
fayle,”which suggests the transformation of Malengin’s corpse into a sign no
longer of deceit but of self-deception, no such didactic allegorization really
takes place here. Malengin’s brutal execution is not sublimated into any les-
son, even one that the poem could later complicate or erase. We only get the
vivid description of his annihilated body, with its bones broken “as small as
sandy grayle,” “his bowels disentrayle[d],” his corpse left as “carrion out-
cast.” This cruelty is in marked contrast to Mercilla’s “yeelding the last hon-
our to [Duessa’s] wretched corse” (V.x.4) after she is tried in the second half
of canto ix and ultimately executed. The contrast between the vicious, elab-
orately described execution in the wilderness and the institutionally sanc-
tioned, gently elided execution within Mercilla’s court is underscored by a
surprising echo: the sympathetic description of Malengin’s “crying in vaine
for helpe, when helpe was past” repeats Samient’s “crying for helpe aloud” at
the beginning of Arthur and Artegall’s game, continuing the mirror effects
that subtend racialization in the poem. Though Samient’s cries are manufac-
tured to lure Malengin out, the echo nonetheless manages to undercut the dif-
ference between Samient, an appropriate object of sympathy, and Malengin,
an inappropriate one, drawing us to question more deeply the motives for his
murder.



Artegall do—first in their desire to plumb the depths of Malengin’s cave, then
in their game to lure him out—and that, with a protean energy that mirrors
Malengin’s own physical metamorphoses, that pleasure precipitously turns
into a brutality that cannot be separated from pleasure when their game does
not go as planned.

This brutality can be explained not so much by Malengin’s specific threat
as by the two modes of his racialization, which render his appearances (as
both legibly Irish and irreducibly amorphous) clear indicators of what he is.
Malengin’s allegorical relationship to the guile associated in the English
imagination, including inAView of the Present State of Ireland (1596), with
Irish anticolonial rebels is especially relevant when considering the racialized
pleasures of punishment in this scene. As Katarzyna Lecky has recently
shown, there is a debate among interpreters ofAView about how it racializes
the Irish. While some find the racist colonial thinking represented in that text



I am not sure we should be too quick to conceive of what Teskey calls
capture’s “revelation” of allegory’s instrumental violence in the creation
of its personifications as autocritique.43 But the poem is at the very least
skeptical of Artegall and Arthur’s violent game with Malengin. It mirrors
his guile, of course, and it leads to extreme violence that the reader cannot
easily recuperate as pleasurable or pedagogical. It is also violence that, as
several scholars have suggested, may not actually be effective at conquering
“guyle,” not least because the second half of the canto states explicitly that
“guyle”—even after the death of its personification—lives on and can still
make its way into Mercilla’s court, where a figure of “gyantlike resem-
blance” needs to guard its gate “to keepe out guyle” (V.ix.22).44 s



ideology, pathologically self-conscious about what disappears from its view
whenever it believes in anything at all.”47 Any critique of racialization like
Spenser’s that is motivated more by panic than by principle, more by shame
than by a desire to liberate, is a limited one to be sure. This is why an un-
dergraduate’s asking me years ago whether Spenser “believes in social jus-
tice” stays with me, not least because one certainly cannot answer affirma-
tively in any contemporary sense of the term. But I do not think this student’s
question—which sought political certainty in a text that tends to render any
of its beliefs uncertain—is by any means beside the point. To the contrary.
Even if I do not see my task as either redeeming or condemning a poet like
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